AGENDA

Notice is hereby given
for the ORDINARY Meeting of Council
commencing at 7:00PM
on
9 MARCH, 2020

at the

Kalgoorlie Town Hall

5 March 2020

NOTICE OF MEETING
An Ordinary Council meeting, of the City of Kalgoorlie-Boulder will be held in the
Kalgoorlie Town Hall on Monday, 9 March 2020 commencing at 7:00pm.
Regards

JOHN WALKER
Chief Executive Officer
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1

DECLARATION OF OPENING/ANNOUNCEMENT OF VISITORS

2

OPENING PRAYER
To be conducted by Pastor Joseph Yipwe of Churchwest.

3

DISCLAIMER READING
The Mayor will read the disclaimer to those present.
Please note this meeting is being recorded and streamed live on the Council’s
website in accordance with Council’s Recording and Streaming of Council
Meetings Policy, which can be viewed on Council’s website.
All reasonable care is taken to maintain your privacy; however, as a visitor in
the public gallery, your presence may be recorded. By remaining in the public
gallery, it is assumed your consent is given if your image is broadcast.
The recommendations contained in this Agenda are Officer’s
Recommendations only and should not be acted upon until Council has
resolved to adopt those recommendations.
The resolutions of Council should be confirmed by perusing the Minutes of the
Council Meeting at which these recommendations were considered.
Members of the public should also note that they act at their own risk if they
enact any resolution prior to receiving official written notification of Council’s
decision.

4

RECORD
OF
ATTENDANCE/APOLOGIES/LEAVE
ABSENCE (PREVIOUSLY APPROVED)
IN ATTENDANCE:
MEMBERS OF STAFF:
VISITORS:
PRESS:
APOLOGIES – ELECTED MEMBERS:
APOLOGIES – MEMBERS OF STAFF:
LEAVE OF ABSENCE:
Cr Mandy Reidy
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RESPONSE TO PREVIOUS PUBLIC QUESTIONS TAKEN ON
NOTICE

Ms Suzie Williams of 145 Dwyer Street, Boulder asked the following questions
at the Ordinary Council Meeting of 24 February 2020, which were taken on
notice.
Question 1
During my term on Council I made numerous complaints in regards to bullying and
harassment, not one of those complaints was investigated.
However, all complaints against me were investigated in a timely manner, including
those during the 2019 Mayoral election on campaign materials.
Can the City of Kalgoorlie-Boulder elaborate how this created a fair and safe
environment as to its responsibilities with Fair Work Act 2009.
Response
Questions to Council should relate to an agenda item at that particular meeting or
from minutes of previous Ordinary Council Meetings.
This question asks only about the Councils responsibilities under the Fair Work Act
2009.
Local Governments are not intended as national system employers under the Fair
Work Act 2009 (“the Act”). As Councillors are not covered by the Act, the question
cannot be addressed due to relevancy.
Comments relating to complaints made by you or against you should be directed to
the Department of Local Government, Sport and Cultural Industries (“the
Department”), which investigates breaches of the Local Government Act 1995 and
its subsidiary legislation. The City complies with its obligations as required during
any investigations facilitated through the Department.
Complaints regarding candidates during the 2019 elections relating to election
materials were handled by Council staff in accordance with our obligations.
Question 2
On the 25 February 2019 I voted against a confidential item, 18.1.1 Annual
Performance Review of the Chief Executive Officer, as a referenced document didn’t
exist and would not exist until the 6 June 2019.
I was both bullied and harassed in a personal manner, bullying that I felt targeted my
gender, during the debate and immediately after. To the point I took leave of
absence for a month stating workplace bullying as my reason for taking the leave.
Can the City explain why no investigation into the bullying was initiated.
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Can the City outline support systems that were made available to me during my
approved leave for workplace bullying knowing that the act did not allow me to
access traditional support mechanisms due to the requirement of confidential items.
Response
Apart from the personal statements made, the question as to why no investigation
into alleged bullying was initiated is because there was no advice from you, no
request from you, no accusation from you and no detail as to what you were
referring to. The Council meeting is not a workplace for Councillors.
The accusations in your question relate to a confidential meeting of Council where
there are only Councillors present. If you believed you had been bullied and
harassed, you had an obligation under the Code of Conduct to report it. You did not
do so, and no complaint has been received from you.
On Friday 1 March 2019 a leave request was submitted by you. The reason for the
leave was cited as “workplace bullying”. There was no covering email or subsequent
complaint which indicated this was in relation to Council. The leave request was for a
period of 30 days.
You have asked what support systems were made available to you. No support
systems were considered as no complaint was received from you, and there was no
request made by you for such services.

6

PUBLIC ACCESS AND PUBLIC QUESTION TIME

7

PETITIONS/DEPUTATIONS/PRESENTATIONS

8

NOTATIONS OF INTEREST

8.1

INTEREST AFFECTING IMPARTIALITY
BOULDER CODE OF CONDUCT

8.2

FINANCIAL INTEREST LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT SECTION 5.60A

8.3

PROXIMITY INTEREST LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT SECTION 5.60B

9

APPLICATIONS FOR LEAVE OF ABSENCE

10

ANNOUNCEMENTS BY THE PERSON PRESIDING WITHOUT
DISCUSSIONS

11

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES

CITY

OF

KALGOORLIE–

Minutes of Ordinary Council Meeting held on 24 February 2020
That the minutes of the Ordinary meeting held on 24 February 2020 be
confirmed as a true record of that meeting.
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MOTIONS OF WHICH PREVIOUS NOTICE HAS BEEN GIVEN
Nil

13

URGENT BUSINESS APPROVED
PRESIDING OR BY DECISION
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14

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES

14.1

COMMERCIAL BUSINESSES COMMITTEE MINUTES - 27 FEBRUARY
2020

14.1.1 PRESENTATION OF THE COMMERCIAL BUSINESSES
LOSS STATEMENTS JULY 2019 TO DECEMBER 2019

PROFIT AND

Responsible Officer:

Xandra Curnock
Financial Controller

Author:

Casey Radford
Finance and Systems Coordinator

Disclosure of Interest:

Nil

VOTING REQUIREMENTS
Simple
OFFICER/COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION
That Council endorse the following unaudited financial reports for the City of
Kalgoorlie-Boulder’s Commercial Business Units listed below:





Goldfields Arts Centre
Goldfields Oasis
Kalgoorlie Boulder Airport
Kalgoorlie Golf Course

COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION
That Council resolve to impose a restriction on the amount of golf carts active
on the Kalgoorlie Golf Course to no more than two carts per group of four
players.
The Committee discussed the usage of mobile phones at the Goldfields Oasis. The City will
create extra signage around the pool area at the facility regarding restrictions on mobile
phone usage within the premises. The Committee will review the effectiveness of the
additional signage in six months, and consider the requirement for the implementation of a
policy.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The purpose of this report is to review the unaudited financial position of the City’s
commercial business units for the year to 31 December 2019.
COMMUNITY STRATEGIC PLAN LINKS
This report links to the Strategic Community Plan through the Community's Guiding
Principles to ensure a financially stable local government.
BUDGET IMPLICATIONS
There are no financial implications resulting from the recommendations of this report.
Page 5
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REPORT
The profit and loss statements of the City’s commercial businesses for 1 July 2019 to
31 December 2019 have now been completed and are attached with commentary for
Elected Members consideration.
STATUTORY IMPLICATIONS
There are no statutory implications resulting from the recommendations of this
report.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
There are no policy implications resulting from the recommendations of this report.
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT CONSULTATION
No community consultation was considered necessary in relation to the
recommendations of the report.
ATTACHMENTS
Airport Commercial Business Report Q2 19/20
Golf Course Commercial Business Report Q2 19/20
Oasis Commercial Business Report Q2 19/20
Art Centre Commercial Business Report Q2 19/20
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15

REPORTS OF OFFICERS

15.1

GENERAL MANAGER – INFRASTRUCTURE AND ENVIRONMENT

15.1.1 APPLICATION FOR PLANNING APPROVAL FOR AN OUTBUILDING
(SHED) - LOT 208 (126) BURT STREET, BOULDER
Responsible Officer:

Stuart Devenish
General Manager Infrastructure and
Environment

Author:

Cameron Sturges
Planning Officer

Disclosure of Interest:

Nil

Assessment Number:

A562

Owners Name:

Kevin and Sandra Brewster

Application Number:

P173/19

Applicants Name:

Scott Freeman

Development Value:

$19,580

VOTING REQUIREMENTS
Simple
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
That Council refuse planning application P173/19 for an Outbuilding (shed) at
Lot 208 (126) Burt Street, Boulder, on the following grounds:
1.

The design does not satisfy the ‘Deemed-to-Comply’ provisions for the RCodes in respect to wall height and setback to boundary; and

2.

The applicant has not satisfactorily addressed the ‘Design Principle’
criteria pursuant to Part 5.4.3 of the R-Codes to reduce the visual amenity
on neighbouring properties.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Council is to determine a Planning Application for an Outbuilding (Shed) at Lot 208
(126) Burt Street, Boulder. The applicant has stated that the outbuilding is intended
to be used for domestic storage purposes with no commercial use intended.
An objection to the proposal was received from an adjoining property raising
concerns regarding the boundary setback, wall height, solar access, the proposed
activity in the outbuilding, noise and the removal of a plant on the dividing fence
between both properties. Of the issues raised, the boundary setback, wall height and
solar access are valid planning considerations in assessing the application.
Officers sought to negotiate with the applicant to amend the height, setback and
location of the outbuilding to achieve compliance with the ‘Deemed to Comply’
provisions of the R-Codes or alternatively incorporate design elements that would
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justify the objectives of the design Principles. However, the applicant has chosen not
to modify the proposal or to demonstrate how the design objectives.
It is recommended that Council refuse the planning application as it does not comply
with the Deemed-to-Comply criteria of the R-Codes, and as the applicant has elected
to not modify the design to achieve the objectives of the Design Principles to reduce
the visual impact on neighbouring properties.
COMMUNITY STRATEGIC PLAN LINKS
This report links to the Strategic Community Plan through the Community's Guiding
Principles to plan for regulated sustainable land use and development.
BUDGET IMPLICATIONS
There are no financial implications resulting from the recommendations of this report
REPORT
The City has received an application for an outbuilding at Lot 208 (126) Burt Street,
Boulder. The applicant seeks to construct a 12m long, 6.5m wide and 4m high
outbuilding for storage purposes, also featuring a hoist in order to service a car on a
hobby basis.
Site Context
Lot 208 (126) Burt Street, Boulder, is 1,012 m 2 in size and the property is zoned
‘District Business R50’ (which permits residential dwellings) under Local Planning
Scheme No. 1 (the Scheme).
As illustrated in Figure 1, the subject site features a single residential dwelling, and
containing a significant amount of open space. The property is surrounded by other
residential dwellings and on the southern boundary is a right-of-way (ROW).

Figure 1 – Subject Site Aerial
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Assessment against R-Codes
An outbuilding is a ‘permitted’ use within the ‘District Business’ zone;
notwithstanding, planning approval is required due to the outbuilding requiring
assessment under the design principles of the R-Codes. Consultation with
neighbouring property owners was required as part of the assessment.
A proposal pursuant to the R-Codes can be undertaken via two pathways. One is to
meet the ‘Deemed-to-Comply’ requirements that set specific provisions for the
design. When a proposal does not meet the ‘Deemed-to-Comply’ provisions, the
applicant is required to demonstrate how the design will satisfy the R-Code ‘Design
Principles’.
This application does not meet the ‘Deemed-to-Comply’ provisions for two aspects,
namely wall height and setback to boundary (refer Table 1). In this instance, there
has not been any justification provided by the applicant to support an assessment
under the ‘Design Principles’.
OUTBUILDINGS
DEEMED-TO-COMPLY STANDARDS
ASSESSMENT AGAINST THE DEEMEDTO-COMPLY CRITERIA
Compliant
Are not attached to a dwelling
Are non-habitable
Does not exceed 10% (101.2m 2) of the site
area
Wall height does not exceed 3.0 m
Apex height does not exceed 5.0 m
Are not within 2.0 m of the primary street
setback area
40% (405 m2) of the lot to be open space
Rear boundary setback
1.5 m side (west) boundary setback
Length to boundary setback
Overshadowing

Compliant
7.7% (78 m2) Compliant
4.0 m Non-Compliant
(Assessment against ‘Design Principles’
required)
4.57 m Compliant
37.5 m Compliant
70% (304m2) Compliant
0.7m Compliant (5.1.3 C v)
1.0 m Non-Compliant
(Assessment against ‘Design Principles’
required)
12.0m Compliant
Calculated as being less than 25% of the
lot Compliant

Table 1 – Assessment against CKB Residential Design Codes Local Planning Policy 08

“Design Principles” Assessment
Where designs differ from the R-Code ‘Deemed to Comply’ criteria the applicant is
required to justify the design against the objectives of the Design Principles. The
applicable design principle for this proposal states:Part 5.4.3 “Outbuildings that do not detract from the streetscape or the
visual amenity of residents or neighbouring properties”.
In reference to the objective, the outbuilding will not impact the streetscape as it is
located to the rear of the property; however, as an objection has been received
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regarding two non-compliant criteria having an impact on visual amenity, the
applicant was requested to include design elements to reduce this impact. Design
elements may have included landscape or decorative screening; however,
modifications to the design were not forthcoming.
STATUTORY IMPLICATIONS
If the applicant and/or the owner wish to appeal the decision or the development
conditions, a review must be lodged with the State Administrative Tribunal within 28
days of the decision being made by the City. An advice note to this effect will be
included in the Decision Notice.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
There are no policy implications resulting from the recommendations of this report.
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT CONSULTATION
Adjoining property owners and occupiers were invited to comment on the application
for a period of 14 days. This led to a submission of objection being received.
During consultation with the adjacent property owner, an objection was received that
raised legitimate planning concerns regarding the height, setback and solar intrusion
of the proposed structure.
Table 2 – Objections received from adjoining property owner and the officer’s response

ISSUE

OFFICERS RESPONSE

Setback: The objection received has The proposed outbuilding will be directly
raised concerns about the side viewed from the main bedroom, living
boundary setback being 1m.
area and courtyard of the adjoining
residential property.
The proposed 1m setback will further
add to the significant lack of visual
amenity from the adjoining property.
Height: The objector has raised The proposed 4m wall height in
concerns regarding the 4m height of the combination with the proposed setback
proposed outbuilding.
is deemed to be excessive, causing
building bulk impact on the adjoining
property at 5/128 Burt Street.
The boundary fence separating the two
properties is 1.8m tall, therefore, 2.2m
of the outbuilding’s wall height will be
visible from the adjoining property.
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Inadequacy of Direct Sunlight: An
objection has been raised regarding the
impact that the proposed outbuilding
may have on adequate sunlight to the
neighbouring lot.

Purpose: The objector has raised a
concern about the potential purpose of
the Outbuilding serving as either
accommodation or a home business.

Noise: The objector raised concerns
regarding the potential noise generated
from within the Outbuilding due to the
bedroom being located within close
proximity.

The R-Codes requires developments to
be designed as to ensure that the
shadow cast onto adjoining properties
does not exceed 25% of the site area.
Overshadowing on the adjoining
property has been assessed as being
less than 5%. As such, the proposal
meets the deemed-to-comply criteria of
the
R-Codes
in
respect
to
overshadowing.
The applicant has stated that the
proposed purpose of the outbuilding will
be for storage purposes and containing
a hoist to service a car. No commercial
use of the outbuilding has been
proposed.
Noise levels are regulated under
separate legislation and this matter
does not impact upon consideration of
the R-Code design elements.

Vine Removal: The objector raised This matter does not impact upon
concerns with regards to a vine growing assessment of under R-Codes.
on the dividing fence.

Figure 2 – Current view from the neighbouring lot of the proposed outbuilding location
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Figure 3 – Current view from the neighbouring lot of the proposed outbuilding location

Figure 4 – View along the dividing fence from the neighbouring property

CONCLUSION
The proposed outbuilding is considered to have an unacceptable impact on the
visual amenity of the neighbouring property. This outbuilding is also inconsistent with
other outbuildings in this neighbourhood due to its size and positon. The application
does not satisfy the ‘Deemed-to-Comply’ provisions. Noting that measures could be
taken to reduce the impact on adjacent property, the application is recommended for
refusal.
ATTACHMENTS
126 Burt Street - Proposed Outbuilding
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15.1.2 ROAD CLOSURE - HALL STREET, SOMERVILLE, AND CREATION OF
RESERVE FOR 'RECREATION AND DRAINAGE'
Responsible Officer:

Stuart Devenish
General Manager Infrastructure and
Environment

Author:

Jack Browning
Planning Officer

Disclosure of Interest:

Nil

Assessment Number:

N/A

Owners Name:

State of Western Australia

Application Number:

N/A

Applicants Name:

N/A

Development Value:

N/A

VOTING REQUIREMENTS
Simple
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
That Council resolve pursuant to:
1) Section 58 of the Land Administration Act 1997 to:
a. close Hall Street road reserve, Somerville and advertise the
road reserve closure for a period of 35 days; and
b. subject to no objections being received in relation to the
above, authorize the Chief Executive Officer to request the
Minister for Lands to close the portion of the road;
2) Section 41 of the Land Administration Act 1997, to request the
Minister for Lands to create a Reserve for the purposes of
‘Recreation and Drainage’ on the balance of land bordered pink on
the sketch in Figure 01; and
3) Request the Minister for Lands to create an easement across the
Reserve pursuant to s136c of the Transfer of Land Act 1893 in favor
of the City of Kalgoorlie-Boulder;
a. Section 46 of the Land Administration Act 1997, request the
Minister of Lands to vest the Recreation and Drainage Reserve
to the City of Kalgoorlie-Boulder;
b. Authorize the Chief Executive Officer and Mayor to sign and
affix the Common Seal of the City of Kalgoorlie-Boulder in
accordance with part 19.1(2) of the Standing Order Local Law
to any required documentation;
c. Indemnify the State in relation to all costs and claims resulting
from these actions.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The purpose of his report is to change a Crown land classification of road reserve on
Hall Street, Somerville. The land subject to this report is a section of road reserve
that has not been developed as a road, but instead forms part of the storm water
drainage network with an excavated swale. The land also contains a section of the
City’s trunk sewer main.
This report recommends a series of land administration actions to formally close Hall
Street and to create a new reserve for the purpose of ‘Recreation and Drainage’,
including an easement for the protection of the City’s main sewer. Approval from the
Minister for Lands is required to finalise the arrangements.
It is recommended that the City resolve to adopt these actions as this will formally
recognise the land use as a drainage reserve and protect the City’s sewer
infrastructure. The City will formalise the management responsibility as drainage
reserve and remove any possibility of the land being used as a trafficable road or
being developed.
COMMUNITY STRATEGIC PLAN LINKS
This report links to the Strategic Community Plan through the Community's Guiding
Principles:


Ensure a sustainable asset and infrastructure base



Plan for regulated sustainable land use and development

BUDGET IMPLICATIONS
There are no financial implications resulting from the recommendations of this report.
REPORT
Background
Hall Street was created as a dedicated road in 1983 as part of a subdivision of land
along O’Connor Street. The road runs between Galbraith Street and O’Connor
Street, Somerville. It is approximately 20 m in width and 282 m in length. This road
was never constructed but does contain a constructed drainage swale and the City’s
trunk sewer main. There is no intent to construct a road in this reserve and future
development of the area can be conducted without the need for this road reserve.
The current Road Reserve contains a constructed drainage swale, this swale forms
part of the City’s local stormwater drainage network, and is a continuation of a longer
swale drain that runs from Ochiltree Street, through the site, before continuing under
O’Connor Street towards Gribble Creek.
The reserve also contains a section of the City’s main sewer line which runs along
the current Road Reserve from the North West to the South East. The main sewer
line is City managed and maintained strategic infrastructure, and is protected by an
existing easement.
Page 14
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Figure 1: Proposed road closure 'Hall Street'

Proposed Crown land Actions
Crown land actions under the Land Administration Act 1997 are required to achieve
the creation of a Crown reserve and for the City to obtain a Management Order over
the public open space areas and to perform road reserve actions. The actions
required are briefly described in the following logical order:
Road Closure
Under section 58 of the Land Administration Act 1997 – the road is closed and
the right of access for vehicles is extinguished.
Reserve Creation
Under section 41 of the Land Administration Act 1997 – the land is identified as
a reserve for a purpose. The City recommends that this purpose be for
‘Recreation & Drainage’ which accurately describes the use of the land and
permits general access to the land for the public.
Create an Easement
Under Section 136c of the Transfer of Land Act 1893 – an easement under this
act is requested to identify the land where the City maintains and controls a
sewer line. The Mayor and CEO will be required to sign on behalf of the City for
the legal documents required for this easement.
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Management Order
Under section 46 of the Land Administration Act 1997, request the Minister for
Lands to vest the crown reserve for ‘Recreation & Drainage’ to the City of
Kalgoorlie-Boulder. This will clearly identify the land as being under the City’s
care and control.
CONCLUSION
This proposed road closure and subsequent creation of a reserve for ‘Recreation
and Drainage’ formalises the existing use of land that is not used as road. These
actions support ongoing management and maintenance of the local drainage
network, and will protect the land for future water use. It is recommended that the
City support these action and forward these requests to the Minister for Lands for
approval.
STATUTORY IMPLICATIONS
The recommendations of this report are made in accordance with the Land
Administration Act 1997.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
There are no policy implications resulting from the recommendations of this report.
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT CONSULTATION
Public consultation will be undertaken in accordance with the statutory requirements
of section 58 of the Land Administration Act 1997 directly related to road closure
actions. No additional community consultation is required.
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15.1.3 RESTRICTED PARKING ON HANBURY STREET- NANDO'S
Responsible Officer:

Stuart Devenish
General Manager Infrastructure and
Environment

Author:

Gerard Sherlock
Manager Infrastructure Services

Disclosure of Interest:

Nil

VOTING REQUIREMENTS
Simple
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
That Council resolves, pursuant to Clause 5.1 of Parking and Parking Facilities
Local Law 2009:
1 Restrict on-street parking at the Hanbury Street intersection (Adjacent to
Nando’s) as specified on the attached plan 10-B-064-01; and
2 Endorse the installation of the necessary “No Stopping” and “yellow
edge-marking” as indicated on the attached plan 10-B-064-01.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The purpose of this report is to promote safe traffic and pedestrian movements at the
Hanbury Road intersection adjacent to Nando’s and encourage its customers to use
the dedicated onsite parking at the rear of the premise located at 37 Boulder Road.
To achieve this objective, it is recommended that Council approve the proposal
under the City’s Local Law to install ‘yellow edge marking’ and ‘no stop signs’ as per
the attached Plan 10-B-064-01. This will avoid a dangerous situation where vehicles
and people are at risk of being struck by a vehicle turning into Hanbury Street from
Boulder Road.
COMMUNITY STRATEGIC PLAN LINKS
This report links to the Strategic Community Plan through the Community's Guiding
Principles:
 To ensure equitable community services for all residents.
 Deliver a safe and integrated transport network
• Ensure a sustainable asset and infrastructure base
BUDGET IMPLICATIONS
Costs associated with signage and road markings will be costed against the budget
account number 70258114 (Roadworks Traffic and Safety) which has sufficient
budget.
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REPORT
Community members and the Community Rangers have raised concerns about
parking on Hanbury Street outside Nando’s. The Engineering Services Team
undertook a review of the current parking conditions and found that they were not in
line with current Australian Standards (AS 2890.5 – 1993). A dangerous situation is
created when cars parking at Hanbury Street near the Boulder Road intersection
leave insufficient room for safe vehicles and pedestrian movement.
The City has prepared a plan (Refer to attached plan 10-B-064-01) with the
necessary “No Stopping” and “Yellow edge marking” compliant to Australian
Standard 1742.11 to address the problem. This will prevent parking in a constrained
area.
Sufficient off-street parking is available on the Nando’s property site as well as
legitimate on-street parking in the proximity of Nando’s.
Under the requirements of the Local Law, a Council resolution is required to
determine or vary parking conditions. Parking restrictions at Hanbury Street are
recommended accordingly.
STATUTORY IMPLICATIONS
There are no statutory implications resulting from the recommendations of this
report.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
There are no policy implications resulting from the recommendations of this report.
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT CONSULTATION
No community consultation was considered necessary in relation to the
recommendations of the report.
ATTACHMENTS
10-B-064-01: Restricted Parking Zone - Hanbury Street – Nandos - General Plan
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QUESTIONS OF WHICH DUE NOTICE HAS BEEN GIVEN
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17

INFORMATION BULLETIN

17.1

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

17.1.1 INFORMATION ITEM 9 MARCH 2020
Responsible Officer:

John Walker
Chief Executive Officer

Author:

Karen Theaker
Governance Officer

Disclosure of Interest:

Nil

VOTING REQUIREMENTS
Simple
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
That Council receive the information.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The purpose of this report is to keep Elected Members informed on items for
information as received by the City.
COMMUNITY STRATEGIC PLAN LINKS
This report links to the Strategic Community Plan through the Community's Guiding
Principles to demonstrate a transparent and inclusive local government.
BUDGET IMPLICATIONS
There are no financial implications resulting from the recommendations of this report.
REPORT
The City of Kalgoorlie-Boulder regularly receives and produces information for
receipt by the Elected Members.
INFORMATION ITEM:

DATE:

Seal Register
Facebook Statistics
Minor Community Grants
EGCC Meals Statistics
Roadwise Minutes

February 2020
February 2020
Nil.
February 2020
February 2020

STATUTORY IMPLICATIONS
There are no statutory implications resulting from the recommendations of this
report.
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POLICY IMPLICATIONS
There are no policy implications resulting from the recommendations of this report.
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT CONSULTATION
No community consultation was considered necessary in relation to the
recommendations of the report.
ATTACHMENTS
Seal Register February 2020
Facebook Statistics February 2020
EGCC Meal Statistics 19/20
Roadwise Minutes February 2020
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CONFIDENTIAL ITEMS

18.1.1 AGREEMENT TO LEASE
Responsible Officer:

John Walker
Chief Executive Officer

Author:

Alex Weise
Executive Manager Economy and Growth

Disclosure of Interest:

Nil

VOTING REQUIREMENTS
Simple
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
That in accordance with Section 5.23 (2) of the Local Government Act 1995 the
meeting is closed to members of the public with the following aspect(s) of the Act
being applicable to this matter:


a matter that if disclosed, would reveal information that has a commercial value
to a person, where the information is held by, or is about, a person other than
the local government



a matter that if disclosed, would reveal information about the business,
professional, commercial or financial affairs of a person, where the information
is held by, or is about, a person other than the local government

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
It is the recommendation of the responsible officer that this item be considered “in
camera” due to the private and confidential nature of its contents.
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DATE OF NEXT MEETING
The next Ordinary Council Meeting will be on Monday 23 March 2020.
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CLOSURE
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